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A BREEDER's JOURNEY... 

Espen Engh has bred the Jet Greyhounds in Norway in partnership with his late mother 

Kari since 1975. With no co-bred litters, the Jet’s home bred dogs have won more than 650 

champion titles in 60 countries around the world and include 36 individual Best In Show 

winners and as many National Specialty BOBs. A veterinarian by education, Espen is also 

an FCI all-breeds judge, having officiated in more than 85 countries around the world. 

 

 



Breeding for quality 

The key to successful breeding is to be very selective and critical of your own dogs. Make sure to 

select the best ones at all times, and then breed them with the very best. If you do that generation 

after generation, you are likely to have success. 

Never be fooled into thinking that the dogs are any better, than they really are. You must be 

absolutely objective about your dogs. Don't overestimate them, but you shouldn't think that they 

are worse than they are either. Put your dogs in the right perspective and see them as they are: 

recognize what is good about them, what is not good, and what you can improve on in the next 

and generation and further down the line. There is a lot of work to be done, and it does not pay to 

cut corners. 

 

The thought process, choosing stud dogs, and pairing them with females. 

I always start out with the bitch. The bitch line is the most important aspect – what separates a 

great pedigree from a very good one. A breeder must analyze the bitch thoroughly and focus on 

her traits that are so outstanding that you want puppies from her in the first place. Those are the 

traits you don't want to lose. You then have to find a male who is not too bad where your bitch is 

good, but who can improve on traits where your bitch is not so good. That way you get something 

new, but don't loose those traits you already have in your line. Don’t even try to look for the 

perfect dog to breed to, he does not exist, you will always have to make some compromises. 

All dogs have imperfections, maybe not desperate faults, but there is always something to 

improve. You have to decide which traits you want to improve, and you will have to put them in an 

order of priority. 

Then you hopefully get a big litter and you start to select the puppies. If you have a line bred 

combination, as we almost always do to the extent it's allowed these days, it's much easier to 

predict the result. It's also much easier to select the puppies from a line-bred combination. You 

recognize the puppies from your line instantly. It's much harder to pick them from an outcrossed 

litter. You hold on to those puppies that have the most of what you wanted from that combination. 

It's much more difficult when you have an outcross and you did that to get spesific traits like dark 

eyes or small ears. Then you have to keep the puppies that have those traits. Otherwise you just 

diluted your line, and that's not good at all. 

You have to realize that breeding dogs is a slow process, consequently a lot of patience and 

long-term planning is required. You are not going to get resulting offspring that have all the best 

from both sides, otherwise lots of perfect dogs would have been produced a long time ago! So 

you have to decide between the actual offpsring, which ones have most of what you wanted. 

Which one of the them picked up the positives you wanted from the sire without losing too much 

from the dam? 

My mother and I established a system for for small-scale breeding. We select the very best bitch 

of every generation. She goes into the tail bitchline, and I call her the alpha-bitch. The alpha-bitch 



is bred several times, producing three or four litters to different males that are closely related to 

her. In this way the tail bitchline always stays linebred. 

Again we keep the best of that generation, another alpha-bitch, daughter of the previous alpha-

bitch. If she's the best daughter from three or four litters, she's the best of about 15–20 bitches in 

that generation, because Greyhounds regularly get 9–10 puppies. Only that alpha-bitch goes into 

our bitchline. If she is bred to really outstanding, closely related males, she is very likely to 

produce at least one outstanding daughter. 

This can continue forever, then we also have to produce the males to breed to the alpha-bitch. 

For this purpose we select the second best bitch of each generation, called the beta-bitch. She is 

preferably a half sister to the best one. She is also an excellent bitch, but has been chosen to 

take a back-seat to the alpha-bitch and will not go into the main bitchline. This beta-bitch is bred 

with an outcross male from a line that is strong where we are weak. As we breed on a small 

scale, the beta-bitch generally gets only one litter. If the outcross fails – OK, it was a failure and I 

don't breed on from the resulting offspring. But if it succeeds, I use those males for my alpha-

bitches. 

Thus the bitchline has been kept closely linebred at all times, some nine generations by now. We 

outcross only the beta-bitch to incorporate wanted traits from other strains, but do not risk ruining 

our alfa-bitchline doing so. 

 

Deciding what offspring you keep 

We keep all the best bitches until we are sure about who really is the best. If we have five bitches 

in a litter, maybe two of them go away to home pets. We will keep on to the best two or three and 

make the final decision when they are 12–15 months old, or whatever it takes to be absolutely 

sure. We never ever keep just one puppy from a litter. This is absolutely necessary, because 

breeders normally have the experience to take better care of puppies and young dogs than puppy 

buyers. Consequently the ones sold to others much more often than not don't turn out to be quite 

as good as the ones you keep. Your bitch can actually look better than its siblings who may be 

better genetically. You have to rule out the influence of the environment, to be sure that the end 

product is not shaped by the environment, but by the genetics. The ones which we keep get 

exactly the same amount of exercise and they get the same food, so the difference between the 

puppies when they are fully grown will depend on the genetic make-up. I feel this is the only way 

to make sure to end up keeping and thus breeding from the best.  

 

Thank you Espen Engh for your insight, knowledge and dedication to your breed and the global Dog 

Fancy 

 


